We use the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) renormalization group equations to constrain fermion masses and charged-scalar couplings in supersymmetric grand unified theories.
In spite of their enlarged symmetry, supersymmetric theories fail to provide any new information on the quark and lepton masses. The only modelindependent predictions are those that follow from the infrared fixed points of the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) renormalization group equations. In ordinary unified theories, this fixed point structure implies that the masses and mixings of heavy quarks are independent of the details of the short-distance physics. [2' 31 In this letter we extend this analysis to supersymmetric grand unified theories. We find bounds on the spectrum of heavy fermions and restrictions on the couplings of the charged Higgs scalar.
Our fundamental hypothesis is that of a SU(3) x SU (2) 
where U, D and & are the Yukawa matrices of the up-, down-and electron-type fermions, Q and L are the quark and lepton isodoublets, and u, d and e are the corresponding singlet fields.
Heavy fermion masses are determined by the infrared fixed point structure of the SU (3) x SU(2) x U(1) renormalization group equations. These equations do not receive contributions from soft supersymmetry-breaking terms. This follows from the fact that the mass splittings within supermultiplets are much smaller than the relevant desert momenta. The soft supersymmetry breakings, however, induce finite shifts in the fermion masses. These shifts are of magnitude (cw/27r)Mw, and we neglect them here.
In supersymmetric theories, the SU (3) x SU (2) x U(1) gauge couplings evolve as follows,
, where t = -(1/167r2) log(M/Mx) j and NF d enotes the number of families. The requirement of perturbative unification restricts NF to be less than or equal to four. To one loop, the evolution of the Yukawa couplings is given byf5'
where GY = ;g32 -I-3gz2 + yg12 , 
2) The lepton fixed point, with
Here GQ denotes an appropriate average of GU and GD (with gr = 0), and GL represents a similar average over GE.
For physical gauge couplings, the quark fixed point determines the low-energy spectrum of quarks and leptons. Because of the fixed point, all quarks have the same Yukawa coupling as t --+ 00. All weak mixings and associated CP-violating phases vanish as well. This implies that both isospin and family symmetry are restored in the infrared limit.
General Results
In previous work'31 we have shown that infrared fixed points are not necessarily reached in realistic grand unified theories. This is because the physical range oft is rather short, 0 2 t 2 l/5. In realistic theories, fixed points are approached only if the Yukawa couplings are sufficiently large. In what follows we restrict our attention to fixed-points that are reached in physical time.
We begin by considering the renormalization of the overall scale of heavy quarks, given by Tu and To. From the general equations (3) it is easy to show that Tu and TD evolve as follows:
These equations can be used to bound the scale of the heavy quarks,
Equation (8) gives upper bounds on Tu and TD at the weak scale Mw. Using 'the gauge couplings corresponding to NF = 4, we find["' Tu , TD 2 2.7 .
A similar analysis in the lepton sector gives TE 2 3.8 .
The bounds for NF = 3 are even more stringent, so the limits (9) and (10) 
The ratio Vd/V, governs the coupling of the charged-Higgs boson to fermions. symmetric theories. They suppress the one-loop charged-Higgs contributions to L K" -K", Do -Do and B" -g mixing.
Fourth-Family Results
Finally, we examine the special case of a fourth family that is decoupled from its lighter counterparts.
The evolution equations for gtl and gbl become 1 log gp = Gu -3% -( 3 W2 + gbf2) , (14 $log gb' = GD -~TD -TE -(3 gb12 + gt12) ,
where Gy and Ty are given in (4) . In Figure 1 we plot the evolution of gtl and gbl. 
The bounds (15) imply that the lightest quark in the fourth family must have a mass of less than 150 GeV. This is in accord with the results of Reference [7] .
The implications of a fourth heavy family have been studied in Reference [8] . 
